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Low back pain is a leading cause of disability and is associated with whole-body
vibration exposure in industrial workers and military personnel. The pathophysiological
mechanisms by which whole-body vibration causes low back pain have been studied in vivo, but
there is little data that improve diagnosis of low back pain. The overall objective of this research
was to elucidate diagnostic biomarkers associated with whole-body vibration. Hence, a rat model
for vibration-induced inflammatory responses was developed.
Von Frey filaments were used to determine the withdrawal threshold of the hind paw as a
surrogate behavioral marker for pain. The concentration of nerve growth factor in the serum was
measured every four days using an assay as a potential diagnostic biomarker for low back pain.
In the first study, whole-body vibration was applied using a modified commercially
available device at 8 or 12 Hz every other day for two weeks, following which animals recovered
for one week. At the conclusion of the study, intervertebral discs were graded histologically for
degeneration. The nerve growth factor concentration increased threefold in the 8 Hz group and
twofold in the 12 Hz group and returned to baseline by the end of the recovery period for 12 Hz,
but not 8 Hz. Mechanical sensitivity appeared to change over time due to habituation and not any

effect of vibration and was inconclusive. There was no difference in intervertebral disc
degeneration scores between groups.
In the second study, rats were vibrated at 8 Hz every other day for two or four weeks. The
concentrations of nine cytokines were determined in the longissimus muscle, spleen, and thymus
using a multiplex assay. These cytokines were ranked according to their ability to differentiate
vibrated and non-vibrated animals, and classification models were compared. Nerve growth
factor serum concentration peaked on day 13, then returned to baseline on day 17. The
withdrawal threshold in vibrated animals decreased throughout the study indicating greater
sensitivity to the stimulus, a surrogate for increased pain. Several longissimus muscle and spleen
cytokines were important in distinguishing vibrated animals from non-vibrated, while thymus
cytokines and weeks of exposure were not significant.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Motivation
Exposure to vibration, whether whole-body (transmitted to the whole body) or hand-arm

(transmitted to the hand and arm), has been established as a factor in the development of fatigue
and numerous symptoms and disorders such as low back pain (LBP), hand-arm vibration
syndrome (HAVS), reproductive disorders, and gastrointestinal distress.1 Occupational exposure
to whole-body vibration (WBV) is experienced by drivers,1,2 vehicle operators,1,3 and off-road
machine operators.4–6 Among military personnel, sources of WBV include ground vehicles and
aircraft.7–10 Although standards for limiting exposure to WBV have been in place for decades,
there is a lack of understanding of WBV-associated risks among safety and healthcare
professionals.11 Consequently, disorders associated with WBV exposure remain prevalent in the
workforce12 and military.10
WBV has a variety of adverse physiological and cognitive effects on humans. Vibration
transmitted to the eyes reduces manual tracking performance, and vibration can exacerbate
hearing loss due to noise.10 WBV exposure leads to mental fatigue as measured by reduced
performance on cognitive tasks10 and attention while driving,13 as well as drowsiness.14 Physical
disorders associated with WBV are largely musculoskeletal; however, neurological,
gastrointestinal, cardiovascular, and reproductive symptoms have also been noted in
occupational medicine.12
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Perhaps most significantly, WBV has detrimental effects on the spinal column and
associated musculature, which can result in LBP. WBV can cause the spine to undergo
compression, tension, rotation, and flexion, all of which can engage the back muscles and lead to
fatigue. Electromyographic (EMG) studies of the erector spinae muscle have found an increased
EMG signal during WBV, and a decreased frequency of the signal leading to muscle fatigue,
primarily at the resonant frequency of 5 Hz.15–17 Measurement of muscle oxygenation using nearinfrared spectroscopy found reduced muscle oxygenation oscillations at 4.5 Hz of applied WBV,
implying that muscles underwent decreased metabolic activity, neurogenic activity, and blood
flow, which corresponds with the muscle fatigue as measured from EMG.18
Epidemiological evidence for the association between WBV and LBP, among other
spinal pathologies, goes back decades. Such studies have found that a greater duration of
exposure (over five years) to WBV is associated with increased risk for spinal pathologies and
that the lumbar region of the spine is more often affected than the thoracic region.19,20 In part,
pathologies of the lumbar spine are due to the reduced myoelectric activity and stabilization of
the lumbar spine compared to the thoracic spine.19,20 Among studies on military personnel, a
cohort study on helicopter pilots found an association between cervical and lumbar degenerative
changes and accumulated flight hours.21 Also, a meta-analysis concluded that cervical pathology
was associated with exposure in ground vehicles and fixed-wing aircraft.9 Age-related
degenerative changes in the spine can also exacerbate the negative impact of WBV in older
subjects more prone to WBV-associated LBP.20 Occupational exposure to WBV is linked to an
increased risk for degenerative changes of the spine, including disc herniation and nerve damage,
though diagnostic imaging does not correlate well with symptoms.1 Further, retrospective studies
lack measurements of the specific vibration parameters associated with symptoms, and
2

estimating the risk for an individual is not possible. Though a causal link between WBV and
spinal pathology is widely agreed upon, there is insufficient quantitative evidence from cohort
studies to sufficiently elucidate the biological relationships between WBV exposure and spine
health.22
Obtaining complete data for occupational exposure to WBV in a cohort and establishing
the risk of spinal disorders would take decades and is hardly feasible. These and other limitations
on experiments to study the exposure-response relationship of WBV in humans, due primarily to
ethical considerations, highlight the need for relevant models to evaluate spinal pathologies
resulting from vibrations. Of models that exist, the majority have been used to study WBV as a
therapy for conditions such as bone fracture healing,23 osteoporosis,24 spinal cord injury,25 and
limb unloading26 but do not examine the harmful effects of WBV. The exposure criteria for
humans are not necessarily the same for other species, making it difficult to compare human and
animal research. Thus, there is a need for models that translate WBV exposure criteria in other
species to humans and a holistic assessment of the evidence current models provide.
1.2

Anatomy of the lumbar spine
The lumbar spine primarily serves as a support column for the thorax and the arms and

conveys loads held by each to the pelvis.27 The spine is composed of 33 vertebrae stacked on top
of each other and can be divided into five regions: cervical, thoracic, lumbar, sacral, and coccyx.
Five vertebrae (L1-L5) make up the lumbar curve of the spine, which naturally curves inward.28
Lumbar vertebrae are made up of the vertebral body, which sits anteriorly, and the neural arch,
which is posterior to the vertebral body (Figure 1.1).28 The size of the vertebral body tends to
increase caudally along the spine, consistent with the increasing compressive loads lower in the
spine.29 The neural arch is made up of two pedicles whose width increase caudally along the
3

spine and between which is the spinal canal that surrounds the spinal cord. The pedicles transmit
forces from the posterior elements of the vertebra to the vertebral body.27 The neural arch is
joined by the laminae which lie posterior to the vertebral foramen. Of the two portions of the
lamina, cephalic and caudal, the caudal portion is the attachment site for the ligamentum
flavum.28

Figure 1.1

Superior view of a vertebra

Figure adapted from Ebraheim et al. (2004) Seminars in Pain Medicine.28
The articulations of the spine include intervertebral discs (IVD), which lie between
adjacent vertebrae and provide the spine with flexibility and extensibility (Figure 1.3).28 The
IVDs are composed of an annulus fibrosus surrounding a central nucleus pulposus, both of which
are sandwiched between cartilaginous end plates (Figure 1.2). The nucleus pulposus is composed
primarily of water, the loss of which may be an important factor in IVD degeneration.28 The
annulus fibrosus is made up of collagenous fibers arranged in concentric rings around the
nucleus pulposus. Peripheral fibers of the annulus fibrosus are connected to the end plates and
anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments. Hydrostatic pressure in the nucleus pulposus due to
4

compression leads to tension in the fibers of the annulus fibrosus, which allows for elastic recoil
when the compressive force is removed.30 The cartilaginous end plates serve as a growth plate
and provide nutrients from the vertebral body to the IVD. Under compressive loads, the
cartilaginous end plates bulge out, reducing the pressure on the nucleus pulposus and distributing
some of the load to the annulus fibrosus.30

Figure 1.2

Sagittal and transverse sections of the lumbar disc

Figure adapted from Ebraheim et al. (2004) Seminars in Pain Medicine.28
There are several ligaments that provide stability to the spine: the anterior longitudinal
ligament, the posterior longitudinal ligament, the ligamentum flava, and the supraspinous and
interspinous ligaments.28,31 The anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments stretch the length of
the spine from the skull to the sacrum and attach to the anterior and posterior surfaces of the
vertebral bodies and intervertebral discs, respectively. Functionally, the anterior longitudinal
ligament limits extension of the spine.28 Stabilization of the spine during flexion is provided by
the posterior longitudinal ligament. The ligamentum flava are attached to adjacent vertebral
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laminae, while the interspinous and supraspinous ligaments connect the spinous processes to
each other.28
The use of quadrupeds to study the human spine raises the question of the clinical
relevance of such models. Rabbits, mice, rats, pigs, and sheep have been used in studies on the
effect of WBV on the spine. Anatomical comparisons of the human spine with the rat,32 sheep,33
and pig34 spine have found that the lumbar region of the spine is similar enough for these species
to be suitable models for the human spine. These species, as well as rabbits and mice, have a
kyphotic curvature of the lumbar spine relative to humans. Biomechanically, the spine of
quadrupeds and bipeds is loaded under axial compression during walking and standing, and
muscle activity resists torsion of the spine.35 Biomechanically speaking, quadrupeds can be an
adequate model for the human spine.
1.3

Whole-body vibration parameters
WBV is the transmission of vibrational waves to the body, and exposure is characterized

by frequency, magnitude, direction, and duration. Frequency is the number of cycles per second
delivered to the body, expressed in Hertz (Hz). A single sinusoidal frequency can be applied, but
more commonly, a range of frequencies is applied, whereby frequency may be random. The
relevant frequency range in the context of human WBV is 0.5 Hz to 80 Hz,36 while the resonant
frequency of the human spine is 4 Hz to 5 Hz.15 The resonant frequency of a structure is the
frequency at which oscillatory motion is amplified instead of attenuated. In Yucatan mini pigs,
this frequency is 5 Hz to 6 Hz,25 and in rats, it is 8 Hz to 9 Hz.37 There exists an inverse
relationship between resonant frequency and mass, where resonant frequency is given by the
equation
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𝑓=

1
2𝜋√𝑘𝑚

(1.1)

where 𝑘 is the stiffness constant, and 𝑚 is the mass. The resonant frequency can be
determined experimentally and is characterized using the transmissibility ratio, or the ratio of an
object’s displacement to the displacement of the source of vibration. At the resonant frequency,
the transmissibility is maximal and greater than one since the object’s displacement is greater
than the displacement of the vibration source. For other frequencies, the transmissibility will be
less than one, i.e., the object’s displacement is less than that of the source of vibration. Damping
vibration is an important aspect of vehicular design to reduce the motion and energy transferred
to the human occupant.
The magnitude of vibration is defined by either acceleration (m/s2 or G’s) or
displacement (m). The relationship between exposure limits, acceleration, and frequency are
nonlinear; a shorter exposure time is required for low acceleration magnitudes that occur in the 4
Hz to 8 Hz frequency range compared to frequencies outside this range.36 In rats, altering the
displacement magnitude resulted in a different power relationship between root-mean-square
acceleration and frequency, such that a lower displacement exponentially decreased the
acceleration at resonant frequency.38
Likewise, the direction of motion results in different effects of WBV. Correspondingly,
WBV exposure limit curves, above which WBV has been shown to cause harm, represent the
relationship(s) between injury risk and each of the following: frequency, acceleration, and
direction of motion. Motion could be in the fore-aft (x-axis, cranial-caudal for quadrupeds),
lateral (y-axis, left-right), or vertical (z-axis, ventral-dorsal for quadrupeds) directions, or a
combination of the three (Figure 1.3). For humans, the frequency range of 4 Hz to 8 Hz in the
7

vertical direction requires shorter exposure times, while that range is 1 Hz to 2 Hz in either
horizontal direction.36

Figure 1.3

Orientation of quadrupeds relative to humans and reference axes for WBV

Created with BioRender.com
1.4

Animal models for whole-body vibration
There are relatively few animal studies on the impact of WBV on the spine, with some

evaluating the benefits of WBV for treatment of spinal cord injury39 or limb unloading.26 Such
models can be helpful in representing the human condition, but the impact of anatomical,
immunological, and metabolic differences must be considered when translating findings.
However, the harmful effects of WBV on neural, disc, and vertebral tissues of the spine cannot
be discounted. Information on in vivo studies examining the effect of WBV on the spine are
summarized in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1
Species
Rabbit

Summary of animal models of spinal pathologies from whole-body vibrations.
WBV Exposure
4.5 Hz, 0.35g, x-axis
2 hrs
4.5 Hz, 0.2g, x-axis
3 hrs/day, 2 wks

Effects
Ref.
40
Changed neuropeptide levels in lumbar
DRG
41
Rabbita
Altered organelle numbers and nuclear
membrane structure in lumbar DRG
neurons
b
42
Rabbit
4 Hz, 5 Hz, or 6 Hz
Altered serum markers and lumbar
0.7 mm
vertebrae parameters associated with
2 hrs/day, 5 days/wk, 6 wks
vertebral degeneration
43
Rat
8 Hz, 2.74 mm; 52 Hz, 0.0459 mm; Reduced bone formation in lumbar
or 90 Hz, 0.0153 mm
vertebrae at 8 Hz
0.7g, z-axis
10 min/day, 5 days/wk, 4 wks
Ratc
15 Hz, 1.5 mm, 0.55g, x-axis
Increased neurotrophin gene and protein 44
30 min/day, 7 days
expression in cervical IVD
7 days rest after WBV
37
Ratc
8 Hz, 5 mm or 15 Hz, 1.5 mm
Increased neuropeptide expression in
0.5g, x-axis
cervical DRG and dorsal horn
30 min/day, days 0 and 7
7 days rest after WBV
c
45
Rat
8 Hz, 5 mm or 15 Hz, 1.5 mm
Neuroimmune cell activation in lumbar
0.5g, x-axis
dorsal horn
30 min/day, days 0 and 7
7 days rest after WBV
Mouse 45 Hz, 74 µm, 0.3g, z-axis
Increased degeneration and anabolic gene 46
30 min/day, 5 days/wk, 2 or 4 wks expression in thoracic IVD
Mouse 45 Hz, 74 µm, 0.3g, z-axis
No change in gene expression in thoracic 47
30 min/day, 5 days/wk, 4 or 8 wks IVD or degeneration in lumbar IVD
Mouse 45 Hz, 74 µm, 0.3g, z-axis
Induced degeneration of lumbar IVD and 48
30 min/day, 5 days/wk
increased matrix degradation enzymes
2, 4, or 8 wks WBV, or 4 wks WBV gene expression in thoracic IVD; no
and 4 wks rest after WBV
changes in lumbar vertebrae
microarchitecture
Note: X-axis refers to the fore-aft direction and z-axis refers to the vertical direction. The
vibration magnitude is given in acceleration and/or displacement as reported in the respective
reference.
Abbreviations: DRG, dorsal root ganglion; IVD, intervertebral disc; WBV, whole-body vibration
a
Immobilized in horizontal position.
b
One group immobilized in upright position.
c
Isoflurane anesthesia used during WBV.
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1.4.1

Neural tissue
With respect to the spinal cord, the dorsal root ganglion (DRG) and dorsal horn have

been most extensively studied, particularly because of their role in nociception. In rabbits, a
single two-hour WBV session at 4.5 Hz resulted in increases in metabolic organelles in DRG
neurons, specifically the numbers of mitochondria and lysosomes, as well as nuclear membrane
clefting.41 Such alterations were hypothesized to be linked to increased concentration of vascular
intestinal peptide and decreased concentration of substance P (neuropeptides released in response
to tissue damage and inflammation at the periphery) after two weeks of WBV at 4.5 Hz;
however, the connection between organelle and neuropeptide changes was not definitively
established.40
In rats, protein kinase C epsilon expression was increased in small-diameter neurons of
the cervical DRG, which innervate nociceptors, thermoreceptors, and mechanoreceptors.37
Numerous anti-inflammatory cytokines, pro-inflammatory cytokines, and chemokines were
upregulated in the spinal cord after WBV at resonance (8-9 Hz).37 These changes were
associated with decreased withdrawal threshold of the forepaws following repeated WBV and
astrocytic and microglial activation in the cervical spinal cord. The same effect was shown in the
hind paws and lumbar spinal cord in a separate study.45 The physiological implications for the
biochemical changes described above is not clear, however.
1.4.2

Intervertebral disc
WBV has been associated with molecular and structural changes in the intervertebral disc

(IVD) as well. Repeated WBV for seven days at 15 Hz in rats resulted in increased nerve growth
factor (NGF) and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) mRNA and protein expression in
the cervical IVD compared to non-vibrated controls.44 NGF protein expression increased most in
10

the nucleus pulposus (NP) rather than the outer annulus fibrosus (OAF), while BDNF expression
increased most in the NP and inner annulus fibrosus (IAF) rather than the OAF.44
In mice, repeated WBV for two or four weeks led to increased expression of
matrix metalloproteinase-3 (Mmp3), aggrecan, and collagen type 1 alpha 1 genes in thoracic
IVDs, which suggested early disc degeneration.46 Similar alterations were found in a subsequent
study that included longer exposure to WBV (four or eight weeks) and a recovery period (four
weeks WBV, then four weeks recovery).48 Histological examination of the IVD revealed
increased lumbar IVD degeneration as assessed by the Thompson grading scheme,46,48 and
greater MMP-mediated aggrecan and collagen cleavage in the OAF.46 Micro-computed
tomography (micro-CT) imaging additionally showed a reduction in disc height in lumbar
IVDs.48 While these studies used CD-1 mice, interestingly, C57BL/6 mice under the same WBV
exposure did not show IVD degeneration, suggesting animal strain differences in the effects of
WBV.47 Although both strains were the same age (10 weeks), it is important to note that CD-1
and C57BL/6 mice have different weights (~38 grams49 and ~25 grams,50 respectively), but the
same vibration (45 Hz frequency, 74 µm displacement, and 0.3g acceleration) was applied to
both strains. Because the effect of frequency on the spine is mass-dependent, an adjustment in
the vibration exposure for C57BL/6 mice may have been necessary to compare the results to
those of CD-1 mice.
1.4.3

Vertebrae
The response of bone to WBV is highly dependent on the frequency applied and animal

model used. In rats, when comparing the effects of 10 minutes of exposure per day at 8 Hz, 52
Hz, or 90 Hz on bone parameters of the vertebrae, the 8 Hz frequency resulted in greater peak
acceleration at the skin and bone of the L2 vertebra. The 8 Hz frequency was also associated
11

with more significant bone resorption measured by decreased mineral apposition rate, reduced
bone formation rate, and increased osteoid surface.43 In contrast, the 52 Hz and 90 Hz groups
showed improved bone histomorphometric parameters compared to non-vibrated controls.43 In
the CD-1 mice mentioned previously, while WBV at 45 Hz reduced the disc height index of
lumbar IVDs, this exposure did not significantly alter L6 vertebral trabecular bone mineral
density or bone volume fraction with 30 minutes of daily exposure.48
In rabbits, up to six weeks of WBV at 4 Hz combined with forced upright posture
resulted in increased serum concentration of bone-specific alkaline phosphatase and tartrateresistant acid phosphatase, indicative of bone remodeling.42 Reduced numbers of osteoblasts and
increased numbers of osteoclasts in the L5 vertebra coincided with the serum biomarker
changes.42 Comparing 4 Hz, 5 Hz, and 6 Hz, the load at failure of post-mortem ex vivo lumbar
bone under dynamic compression decreased the most in the 4 Hz frequency group compared to
all other groups.42
1.5

Significance
WBV has previously been shown to have significant inflammatory and degradative

effects on the spine. Previous research on the harmful effects of WBV on the spine and other
organs is piecemeal, and further work is needed to elucidate relationships between WBV and
inflammatory responses. It is not clearly understood if the correlations among these harmful
effects are to be understood causally, i.e. that inflammation causes tissue damage which leads to
pain. Further, improvements in diagnosis and intervention for LBP require an understanding of
time- and frequency-dependent responses to WBV.
The significance of this research includes evaluation of the responses of the spine and
other organs to WBV as well as determination of the use of serum biomarkers to improve the
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diagnosis of WBV-induced LBP. More specifically, a rat model will be used to examine the
development of pain from WBV at different frequencies, as well as the time-dependent change in
NGF serum concentration as a more sensitive biomarker for LBP than diagnostic imaging. The
inflammatory response in the serum and different internal organs and muscles will be determined
at a range of frequencies in a pilot study. Finally, systemic and back muscle inflammatory
responses will be evaluated at different time points for the same frequency. Characterizing serum
and organ cytokine concentration may improve diagnosis and intervention for LBP caused by
WBV.
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CHAPTER II
GENERAL METHODOLOGY
2.1

Animals
All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of

Mississippi State University, protocol 17-715. Outbred male Sprague-Dawley rats, 66-70 days
old, were used (Envigo, Indianapolis, IN). The rats were housed three per cage with a 12-hour
light/dark cycle and access to food and water ad libitum. Rats from the same group were housed
together. Cages were alternated by group on the cage rack to minimize any effect of cage
location. Housing conditions were checked daily by a veterinary technician. Rats were randomly
assigned to control and experimental groups. The control group underwent identical procedures,
but the vibration device was not turned on. Animals were weighed every two days to monitor
potential weight loss. Humane endpoints that were considered for removal or euthanasia were
loss of 10% or 15% of starting body weight (respectively), unconsciousness, lethargy, diarrhea,
and anorexia for multiple days. However, these effects were not anticipated as results from a
previous pilot experiment established the safety of the procedures (data not shown). At the
conclusion of the studies, animals were euthanized via carbon dioxide asphyxiation.
2.2

Vibration exposure
The vibration platform was composed of a commercially available vibration exercise

plate (model VT003F; Vibration Therapeutic, Minneapolis, MN) with an eccentric mass motor
(Figure 2.1) located between two plates separated by springs. The device was modified such that
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the motor speed could be tuned with a separate DC motor controller (model KBWM-120; KB
Electronics, Inc., Coral Springs, FL), and the eccentric mass could be altered by adding or
removing metal plates. Acceleration magnitude was measured using a three-axis accelerometer
(model no 2809; Adafruit, New York, NY). A closed, three-part polycarbonate chamber was
attached to the top plate by high-strength hook-and-loop fasteners (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.1

Eccentric mass motor attached to the top plate of the vibration device

Figure 2.2

Vibration device with an attached divided chamber

Red arrows indicate the direction of vibration.
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Conscious rats were exposed to whole-body vibration for 30 minutes per day. Rats were
monitored during vibrations for signs of distress that would require removal from the vibration
device using the rat grimace scale.51 The experimental groups were alternated throughout the day
to minimize any effect of time of day (Control at 8:30 AM, 8 Hz at 9:00 AM, 12 Hz at 9:30 AM,
Control at 10:00 AM, etc.). Controls were placed in the vibration device, but it was not turned
on.
2.3

Mechanical sensitivity
Immediately following vibrations, or at the same time of day during the recovery period

of the recovery study, rats were assessed for mechanical allodynia by measuring the withdrawal
threshold of the hind paws using a von Frey anesthesiometer (Figure 2.3) (model I-2392; IITC
Life Science Inc., Woodland Hills, CA).52 Rats were placed individually into sections of a
divided acrylic chamber on a table with a wire mesh surface. Once the rats settled in the chamber
(i.e., stopped walking about and rearing), nylon filaments of increasing stiffness were applied to
the bottom of one hind paw until a withdrawal reflex was observed (Figure 2.4). If the rat reared
or walked immediately after the filament application, the measurement was considered a false
positive.52 Immediately following observation of hind paw withdrawal, the filament with the next
lowest stiffness was applied to confirm that the minimum force to prompt a withdrawal response
was found. The procedure was repeated for the other paw and the response in grams-force of
both hind paws was averaged for each rat. Mechanical sensitivity was determined every other
day for the entirety of each study.
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Figure 2.3

Electronic von Frey anesthesiometer

A pressure transducer in the probe with an attached filament (left) is connected to an electronic
unit (right) which displays the measured force on the filament.

Figure 2.4

Von Frey testing setup

(A) Rat standing on mesh surfaced
(B) Highlighted hindpaw testing area
Figure adapted from Ferrier et al. (2016) Bio-Protocol.53
2.4

Blood collection and processing
Following determination of hind paw mechanical sensitivity, rats were restrained in a

plastic cone, and blood was taken from the lateral tail vein and collected into additive-free tubes
(model 365963; BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ). Personnel were trained to draw blood on a dummy rat
prior to the experiment or had previous experience with the procedure. After collection, blood
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samples were allowed to clot at room temperature for 40 minutes before being placed on ice until
further processing. The blood was centrifuged at 2,000g for 15 minutes, and the serum was
aliquoted and stored at -80°C until analysis. NGF serum concentration was determined using a
commercially available double-antibody sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA,
catalog no. MBS2701224; MyBioSource, San Diego, CA).
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CHAPTER III
NERVE GROWTH FACTOR, BUT NOT PAIN RECOVERY, DUE TO WHOLE-BODY
VIBRATION IS FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT IN THE RAT
3.1

Background
WBV has been shown to increase degeneration of the IVD from both in vivo and ex

vivo/in vitro models. Following two, four, or eight weeks of WBV in mice, there was a reduction
in the disc height index, more significant degeneration, and greater expression of genes coding
for matrix degradation enzymes in the IVD.46,48 In vivo cyclic compression of the caudal tail IVD
in rats also resulted in reduced IVD height.54 Vibration of the whole disc reduced cell viability in
the annulus fibrosus and nucleus pulposus,55 and vibration of isolated nucleus pulposus cells
decreased aggrecan, collagen type III, and matrix metalloproteinase 3 gene expression.56 A
comprehensive review of these and similar studies can be found in Patterson et al. 2021.57
NGF is a neurotrophin that mediates neuronal growth and death and is associated with
increased pain.58–60 Expression of NGF gene promotes IVD innervation,61 is elevated in
degenerate IVD,62 and is thought to play a significant role in pain originating from the
degenerate IVD.63 NGF gene and protein expression have been shown to increase in the IVD
following painful WBV exposure in rats, as determined using von Frey.44 Inhibition of NGF
through monoclonal antibodies is also being considered as a therapeutic target for LBP, with the
anti-NGF antibody tanezumab recently submitted to the FDA for approval.61,64,65 Finally, there is
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an increasing interest in the use of serum biomarkers to improve LBP diagnosis,66–68 and based
on its role in IVD degeneration and LBP, NGF may be a good candidate for such a biomarker.
The majority of in vivo studies of LBP from WBV focus on elucidating the
pathophysiology thereof, with little focus on improving LBP diagnosis. In light of this fact, we
studied the effect of repeated WBV at 8 Hz or 12 Hz on serum NGF concentration, IVD
degeneration, and mechanical sensitivity using a rat model. The resonant frequency of the rat
spine was previously found to be around 8-9 Hz, which resulted in greater mechanical sensitivity
than WBV at other frequencies.37,45 It is also not clear if there is a point at which recovery is
unlikely to occur following repeated WBV. Four weeks of recovery following four weeks of
WBV was not sufficient time to recover from IVD degeneration in mice.48 The capacity to
recover from IVD degeneration has not been assessed on shorter WBV exposure times.
Therefore, we hypothesized that NGF concentration would increase over time, animals would
not recover within one week after WBV ceased, and that 8 Hz would result in greater pain-like
behavior and NGF response than 12 Hz.
3.2
3.2.1

Materials and methods
Experimental design
Thirty-six outbred male Sprague-Dawley rats, 66-70 days old and weighing 285.0 ± 1.1

g, were used. Prior to the beginning of the studies, rats were acclimated to the vibrations
chamber and von Frey enclosure for 10 minutes per day for five days. Rats were randomly
assigned to a control group (n=12), an 8 Hz frequency group (n=12), or a 12 Hz frequency group
(n=12). Rats were exposed to WBV for 30 minutes per day, every other day for 14 days,
followed by seven days of recovery. Immediately following WBV, or at the same time of day
during the recovery period, rats were assessed for mechanical allodynia by measuring the
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withdrawal threshold of the hind paws every other day for the entire study. Blood was collected
the day before vibration and every four days thereafter to determine serum NGF concentration. A
timeline of procedures can be found in Table 2.1.
Table 3.1

Experimental outcome measures and timeline for the recovery study
Day
0
1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
21
22/23

3.2.2

WBV
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Von Frey
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Blood Draws Euthanasia
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Histological analysis of intervertebral disc
Immediately following euthanasia, the lumbar spines (three spines per group, two IVDs

per spine: n = 6 IVDs per group) were excised and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde solution for
two weeks at 2-8°C, then decalcified in Kristensen’s solution at 22-25°C for one day. The spines
were then routinely processed, embedded in paraffin, cut at 5 µm, and stained with hematoxylin
and eosin (H&E).
Scoring parameters were adapted from a mouse IVD scoring system by Tam et al.,
2018.69 The adapted scoring system assessed nucleus pulposus (NP) structure, NP clefts/fissures,
annulus fibrosus (AF) structure, and AF-NP boundary. The AF clefts/fissures as defined in the
original scoring system were not scored in this modified scoring system, as there was mild
artifact within the tissue sections that precluded evaluation. Therefore, each disc had a total
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potential score of 12 points. IVDs were imaged at 20X. IVD images were blinded and
independently scored by two individuals (one boarded veterinary pathologist and one secondyear veterinary pathology resident) who had reviewed the scoring system. Scores for each
parameter were averaged between the two observers and are reported separately and as a
summation.
3.2.3

Statistics
The sample size was determined a priori assuming a Cohen’s effect size of 0.8, 90%

power to detect a difference, and 99% significance level. NGF serum concentration was used as
the basis of power analysis as its use as a biomarker for LBP was the main focus of this study.
The total sample size required would be n = 11 for three groups and five measurements of NGF
serum concentration; this value was rounded to n = 12 to account for adverse events
necessitating the removal of animals from the study.
The withdrawal threshold and NGF serum concentration were normalized to the baseline
response (day 0) before analysis. A repeated-measures mixed-effects model with the GeisserGreenhouse correction was used to compare groups, with pairwise comparisons carried out with
Tukey’s honest significant difference. Baseline comparisons were done using Wilcoxon signedrank tests. Histological scores were compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s
correction for multiple comparisons. All data are shown as average ± standard error. All analyses
were performed in GraphPad Prism V9.0.0.
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3.3
3.3.1

Results
Mechanical sensitivity
The mechanical sensitivity was determined by hind paw withdrawal threshold every other

day and then normalized to day 0. Compared to day 0, the mechanical sensitivity of the 8 Hz
group was greater on days 11, 15, 17, 19, and 21 (p<0.05, Figure 2.2). For the 12 Hz group, the
mechanical sensitivity was lower than baseline only on day 3 (p<0.05). The Control group was
also greater than baseline on days 3, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, and 21 (p<0.05). While the 8 Hz group
did not differ from the Control group on any day, the mechanical sensitivity for the 12 Hz group
was significantly lower than both Control and 8 Hz on day 3 (p<0.05 for both).

Figure 3.1

Fold-change in hindpaw withdrawal threshold from baseline (day 0) for the
recovery study

The thresholds for the Control and 8 Hz groups increased over time but did not differ from each
other. The threshold of the 12 Hz group decreased significantly on day 3 only. (n=12; *p<0.05,
vs. baseline; #p<0.05, vs. Control; =p<0.05, vs. 8 Hz)
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3.3.2

Serum analysis of nerve growth factor
NGF concentration in serum of the 8 Hz group was greater than that of the Control group

on days 5, 9, 13, and 21 (p<0.05, Figure 2.3). The Control group NGF serum concentration
increased from baseline on days 5, 9, and 17 (p<0.05). The 8 Hz group was greater than baseline
on days 13, 17, and 21 (p<0.05), while the 12 Hz group was greater than baseline on days 13 and
17 only (p<0.05). The 12 Hz group did not differ from the Control group on any days. The 8 Hz
group was greater than 12 Hz on days 13 and 21 only (p<0.05). Further, the NGF concentration
peaked in the 8 Hz group on day 13 but did not peak in the 12 Hz group until day 17. The mixedeffects model showed that there was a statistically significant interaction between the “day” and
“group” factors (p<0.05).

Figure 3.2

Fold-change in nerve growth factor serum concentration from baseline (day 0) for
the recovery study

The concentration increased three-fold in the 8 Hz group on day 13 and did not recover to
baseline by day 21, while the concentration in the 12 Hz group increased twofold on day 17 and
returned to baseline on day 21. (n=8-12; *p<0.05, vs. baseline; #p<0.05, vs. Control; =p<0.05, vs.
8 Hz)
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3.3.3

Histological analysis of intervertebral disc
The total disc degeneration score was not different between groups (Figure 3.3(a)). The

scores for the parameters of IVD degeneration (NP structure, NP clefts/fissures, AF structure,
and AF-NP boundary) did not differ between groups (Figure 3.3(b-e)). For the NP structure,
discs had a single mass of NP cells with little segregation (score 0), cell cluster formation with
loss of <50% of cells (score 1) or cell cluster formation with >50% cell loss (score 2) (Figure
3.4). For the NP cleft/fissure, discs had no clefts (score 0), mild clefts with the length of the cleft
<50% of the NP compartment (score 1) or severe clefts with the length of the longest cleft >50%
of the NP compartment (score 2) (Figure 2.4(a)). For the AF structure, discs had a concentric
lamellar structure (score 0) or more serpentine lamellae with rounding of the cells lining the
lamellae (score 1) (Figure 2.4(a)). For the AF/NP boundary, discs had a clear-cut boundary
(score 0) or discontinuity of the boundary with or without round chondrocyte-like cells (score 1).
None of the discs evaluated approached the upper limits of the modified scoring system as the
highest average total score was 5.5 out of a possible score of 12.
The total disc degeneration score did not reveal significant differences between groups
(Figure 2.4(b)). The 8 Hz group had a slightly higher score than the Control and 12 Hz groups,
but not significantly so (p>0.999 and p=0.166, respectively). The 12 Hz group did not differ
from Control (p>0.999). The scores for the parameters of IVD degeneration did not differ
significantly between groups. The score for NP structure was only slightly higher than Control
(p=0.7261), and the NP clefts/fissures score was slightly lower in the 12 Hz group than the
Control group (p=0.341) (Figure 2.4(c)). The AF structure score was lower in the 12 Hz group
than the Control group, but not significantly so (p=0.0632). Likewise, the 12 Hz group had a
slightly lower AF-NP boundary score than the 8 Hz and Control groups (p=0.154 for both).
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Figure 3.3

Intervertebral disc histological analysis for the recovery study

(a) The total average histological score for each group. Histological scores for specific IVD
scoring parameters: (b) Nucleus pulposus (NP) structure, (c) NP clefts/fissures, (d) Annulus
fibrosus (AF) structure, and (e) AF-NP boundary. No differences were noted for either the total
average score or the individual parameters. (n=6)
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Figure 3.4

Disc histology representative of scoring parameters

Nucleus pulposus (NP) structure – a single mass of NP cells with little segregation (score 0), cell
cluster formation with loss of <50% of cells (score 1), or cell cluster formation with >50% cell
loss (score 2). NP cleft/fissure - no clefts in the NP (score 0), mild clefts with the length of the
cleft <50% of the NP compartment (score 1), or severe clefts with the length of the longest cleft
>50% of the nucleus NP compartment (score 2). Annulus fibrosus (AF) structure - concentric
lamellar structure (score 0) or more serpentine lamellae with rounding of the cells lining the
lamellae (score 1). AF/NP boundary – discs had a clear-cut boundary (score 0), or discontinuity
of the boundary with or without round chondrocyte-like cells (score 1). H&E, bar = 200 µm.
3.4

Discussion
Although there is substantial epidemiological evidence linking WBV and back pain,19,20

these data do not provide insight into the mechanics of LBP from WBV. Animal models are thus
a useful avenue for determining the connection between vibration exposure and pain.37,44,45,70 In
this study, 8 Hz WBV was chosen to coincide with more recent work showing pain-like behavior
in rats at frequencies around 8-9 Hz. Another group was vibrated at 12 Hz to provide a
comparison to a frequency that should not increase pain to the same degree, as it is outside the 827

9 Hz resonant frequency range. Thus, it was hypothesized that 8 Hz would result in more
significant pain and an increase in NGF serum concentration than 12 Hz. Indeed, the
concentration of NGF in the 8 Hz group increased threefold after two weeks of WBV exposure,
while the 12 Hz group increased twofold. The von Frey results, however, were inconclusive in
determining pain response. It was expected that WBV at 8 Hz would result in greater IVD
degeneration than at 12 Hz, but no differences were observed among groups..
Although the previous work demonstrating resonance at 8 Hz was performed on dead rats
or rats under isoflurane anesthesia, the study here utilized conscious live rats. Vibration increases
spinal muscle activity to stabilize the spine,16 but this response is absent in anesthetized
individuals. The difference in muscle stiffness between conscious and unconscious animals way
alter the resonant frequency of the spine. Our von Frey withdrawal threshold results did not
coincide with results in previous studies on unconscious rats, which showed a decrease in
withdrawal threshold from single or repeated exposure to vibration at resonance.38,45 All groups,
including the Control group, showed an increase in withdrawal threshold over time (Figure 3.2).
Because the Control group also differed on multiple days, we could not make any conclusion
about recovery following cessation of WBV. These data indicate instead that there was a
habituation effect to the von Frey procedure, with reduced responses over time due to the number
of repeated measurements within the three-week study. The von Frey method did not provide a
conclusive determination of pain response in this study, and another method, such as the tailflick test, may provide a better measure of pain.52 Habitutation could have been mitigated by
performing von Frey measurements for several weeks prior to beginning the experiment. Further,
using a measure such as the rat grimace scale and observation of cage behavior would coincide
more with the disabling aspects of LBP in humans.
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Previous work showed that NGF protein and mRNA expression was increased in the IVD
following vibration exposure.44 NGF may thus be a potential biomarker that could be used for
the diagnosis of LBP from WBV. The concentration of NGF increased in the serum after two
weeks of WBV exposure, more so in the 8 Hz group than the 12 Hz group (Figure 3.3). It also
shows that one week of recovery following WBV at 8 Hz is not sufficient for NGF serum
concentration to return to baseline values. There was an earlier peak response to WBV at 8 Hz
than at 12 Hz, indicating that the two frequencies invoke different time-dependent responses to
WBV. NGF, like other neurotrophic factors, has a short half-life and is cleared from the plasma
within days following sustained delivery.71 At less harmful frequencies such as 12 Hz, it would
be expected to clear rapidly during recovery from WBV. From this data, it can be concluded that
the 8 Hz frequency evokes an earlier, longer-lasting response to WBV than the 12 Hz frequency.
However, the 8 Hz group may have recovered after additional time past the one-week endpoint.
This provides evidence that NGF serum concentration may be useful for the diagnosis of LBP.
Further, anti-NGF treatment could potentially be a therapy for WBV-induced LBP. Because
NGF tissue localization was not determined and NGF has both neurotrophic and apoptotic
abilities in the body, further study is warranted to determine the involved pathways. Of particular
interest would be the p75 neurotrophin receptor (p75NTR) and the tyrosine kinase receptor A
(TrkA), whose signaling with neurotrophins impacts afferent survival and growth.72–74 p75NTR
promotes survival and growth when coupled with TrkA, but induces apoptosis when coupled
with sortilin.75 NGF concentration did not peak until the last day of WBV, so it is unclear if NGF
would continue to increase past this point, level off, or even decrease if WBV exposure
continued. Additionally, NGF concentration did not recover in the 8 Hz group by the end of the
study, so the time for NGF to recover to baseline after 8 Hz of WBV could not be determined. If
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the recovery period had been extended past the one-week endpoint, recovery in the 8 Hz group
may have been detectable.
Neither WBV group had significantly greater disc degeneration scores than the Control
group, though the AF-NP and AF structure scores were slightly lower in the 12 Hz group
compared to Control or 8 Hz (Figure 3.4). A low sample size of only three rats per group and
two discs per rat (n=6) were analyzed, which reduced statistical power for this outcome measure.
One study performed on mice showed IVD degeneration did not recover four weeks after four
weeks of WBV exposure.48 Previous ex vivo studies of the IVD under cyclic compression
revealed AF delamination,76 reduced cell viability,55 and reduced proteoglycan synthesis
compared to controls.77 Similarly, in the same studies, the NP experienced reduced cell
viability55 and proteoglycan synthesis.77 Interestingly, the scores for NP clefts and AF-NP
boundary were both slightly lower in the 12 Hz compared to Control and 8 Hz, but the 8 Hz
group was similar or identical to the Control group. In previous WBV experiments in mice, NP
clefts were not noted upon IVD degeneration scoring, but a loss in a distinct AF-NP boundary
was.46,48 Unfortunately, processing artifacts that caused AF clefts in all samples prevented
scoring of the AF clefts, which may have provided additional information regarding degenerative
changes in the IVD. Further study is needed to assess frequency-dependent IVD degeneration.
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CHAPTER IV
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TIME ON NGF SERUM CONCENTRATION AND SPLEEN,
THYMUS, AND LONGISSIMUS MUSCLE CYTOKINE CONCENTRATION
DUE TO WHOLE-BODY VIBRATION
4.1

Background
There is little up-to-date research on the effect of WBV on internal organs, including

primary and secondary lymphoid organs, which may play a role in the initiation and maintenance
of pain and inflammation from WBV.78,79 The spleen functions as a secondary lymphatic organ
in which B-cells and T-cells are activated and as a blood filtration system for the removal of
particulates and aged erythrocytes.80 The thymus is the site of thymocyte maturation into T-cells
and positive and negative selection T-cells for major histocompatibility complex specificity.81
Signals from injured cells and tissues in the spine can initiate an inflammatory response
by the immune system. The immune system plays a vital role in neuropathic pain,82,83 and
macrophages84 and mast cells85 have been found to play a role in IVD degeneration. Repeated
WBV in mice increased IL-1β gene expression in the IVD as well as IVD degeneration.48 WBV
at the resonant frequency of the rat spine (8 Hz) resulted in greater calcitonin gene-related
peptide (a neuropeptide), glial fibrillary acidic protein (expressed by activated astrocytes), and
ionizing calcium-binding adapter molecule 1 (microglia and macrophages) expression in the
dorsal root ganglia and spinal cord.37,45 However, these studies consider immune responses
occurring at the site of injury and not the response originating from immune tissues themselves.
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LBP may be due to nociceptive pain from musculoskeletal tissue injury or neuropathic
pain from damage to neural tissues.31 In particular, current evidence suggests a neuromuscular
component to LBP following WBV. However, no in vivo studies have examined the back
muscular response to WBV. The gastrocnemius and soleus responses have been studied, showing
increased vascularization86 and adaptations in motor unit excitability,87,88 but it is unclear if these
data are associated with similar changes in back muscles. Additionally, there is a local increase
in metabolic activity in the gastrocnemius and vastus lateralis muscles during WBV.89
Furthermore, while the changes were deemed beneficial, increased muscle activity during WBV
is not necessarily an indicator of physiological improvement. Spinal muscles have repeatedly
been shown to contribute significantly to the biodynamic response of the spine under WBV. The
increased motion of the spine at resonant frequencies requires a corresponding increase in
muscle activity to stabilize the spine,16,90 which may contribute to the back muscle fatigue
associated with WBV.8,17
Considering the relative absence of research into back muscle and immune organ
responses to WBV in vivo, the objective of this study was to evaluate the inflammatory responses
of the spleen, thymus, and longissimus muscle following repeated WBV exposure. In addition,
the results of the previous research showed that NGF serum concentration peaked on day 13 of
WBV, the final day of WBV exposure. Additional work is needed to assess NGF serum
concentration past two weeks of WBV. It was hypothesized that animals would exhibit a reduced
withdrawal threshold, NGF serum concentration would increase over time, and the cytokine
concentrations in the spleen, thymus, and longissimus would collectively differentiate vibrated
and non-vibrated animals.
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4.2

Materials and methods

4.2.1

Animals and experimental design
Thirty-nine outbred male Sprague-Dawley rats, age 66-70 days old and weighing 309.5 ±

2.0 g, were used. Rats were randomly assigned to a Control 2 weeks group (n = 9), a Control 4
weeks group (n = 9), a Vibration 2 weeks group (n = 12), or a Vibration 4 weeks group (n = 9).
The 2 weeks groups were euthanized on day 13, and the 4 weeks groups were euthanized on day
27. Rats underwent WBV at 8 Hz for 30 minutes per day, every other day, for 14 days (2 weeks
groups) or 28 days (4 weeks groups). Mechanical allodynia was determined immediately after
vibration every day. Blood was collected the day before vibration and then every four days for
the rest of the study to determine serum NGF concentration. Immediately following euthanasia,
the spleen, thymus, and longissimus muscle were excised and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen.
Table 4.1

Experimental outcome measures and the timeline for the exposure time study

2 weeks groups
4 weeks groups
WBV Von Frey Blood Draws Euthanasia WBV Von Frey Blood Draws Euthanasia
0
X
X
X
X
1
X
X
X
X
X
X
3
X
X
X
X
5
X
X
X
X
X
X
7
X
X
X
X
9
X
X
X
X
X
X
11
X
X
X
X
13
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
15
X
X
17
X
X
X
19
X
X
X
21
X
X
23
X
X
X
25
X
X
27
X
X
X
X

Day
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4.2.2

Tissue collection and processing
Immediately following euthanasia, the spleen, thymus, and longissimus muscle were

excised, flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and then stored at -80°C until further processing.
Approximately 0.2 mg of tissue specimen was homogenized with a rotor-stator homogenizer in
0.5 mL of cell lysis buffer (catalog no. EPX-99999-000; Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). The
spleen and thymus homogenates were centrifuged at 15,000g at 4°C for 30 minutes, and the
longissimus muscle was centrifuged at 20,800g at 4°C for 30 minutes. The supernatant was then
removed and stored at -80°C until analysis. The concentrations of interleukin-1α (IL-1α), IL-10,
IL-1β, IL-2, IL-4, interferon-γ (IFN-γ), tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), NGF, and vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) were determined in the tissues using a custom ProcartaPlex
multiplex immunoassay (catalog no. PPX-09; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Carlsbad, CA).
4.2.3

Feature selection and classification
For feature selection and classification using the tissue biochemical data, both Control

groups were pooled into one class, and both Vibration groups were pooled into another to
increase the animal size per class and improve model performance. The number of weeks was
included as a predictive feature. Thus, with the 19 tissue biochemical features, 20 features total
were used to predict WBV exposure. The ReliefF algorithm was used to rank predictors by
importance. Briefly, Relief algorithms estimate feature importance based on their ability to
distinguish between neighboring data points of different classes.91 ReliefF is an extension of the
original Relief algorithm that can better handle incomplete and noisy data.91
Forward feature selection was then used in building the classification models, starting
with the simplest model with the highest-ranking feature and then iteratively adding more
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features in order of rank. Thirty iterations of leave-one-out cross-validation were used to
optimize several different classification models: support vector machine (SVM), K-nearest
neighbors (KNN), ensembles, discriminant analysis, and naïve Bayes. The performance of the
optimized models was then assessed on the full dataset.
The classification models were optimized over several parameters unique to the
respective method using Bayesian optimization. SVM was optimized over the box constraint
level and kernel function. KNN included K, distance metric, and distance weight. Ensembles
were optimized over the ensemble aggregation method, the number of learners, the learning rate
for shrinkage, and the maximum number of decision splits per tree. Discriminant analysis
included the discriminant type (linear, quadratic, etc.). Naïve Bayes was optimized over the data
distribution and kernel type. Model optimization was performed using the MATLAB
Classification Learner app (MATLAB R2018a, The MathWorks, Natick, MA).
4.2.4

Statistics
For the withdrawal threshold data on days 0-13, the Control 2 weeks group was pooled

with the Control 4 weeks group, and the Vibration 2 weeks group was pooled with the Vibration
4 weeks group. A repeated measures two-way ANOVA was used to compared groups. This
analysis was repeated for comparing the Control 4 weeks and Vibration 4 weeks groups on days
0-27. The data were divided in the same manner for the NGF serum concentration data. A
repeated-measures mixed-effects model was used due to two missing data points. Simulationbased multiple comparisons were used. Statistical analysis was performed using SAS V9.4. All
data are shown as average ± standard error.
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4.3
4.3.1

Results
Mechanical sensitivity
When comparing Control and Vibration on days 0-13, the withdrawal threshold of the

pooled Vibration group decreased over time from day 5 to day 13 (p<0.05, Figure 4.1(a)). The
threshold of the Vibration group did not differ from Control on any day. The Control groups
remained constant for the entire study. In the two-way ANOVA model, “group” was not a
significant factor (p=0.383), but “day” was (p<0.001). There was no interaction between the
“day” and “group” factors (p=0.088).

Figure 4.1

Withdrawal threshold in grams-force for the exposure time study

(a) Pooled Control (n = 18) and Vibration groups (n = 21) for days 0-13. The threshold for the
pooled Vibration group decreased from baseline starting on day 5 and did not differ from Control
on any day. (b) Control 4 weeks (n = 9) and Vibration 4 weeks (n = 9) for days 0-27. The
Control 4 weeks threshold stayed the same as baseline on all days. The Vibration 4 weeks group
decreased from baseline starting on day 5 and differed from Control 4 weeks starting on day 9.
Arrow indicates euthanasia day for 2 weeks groups. (*p<0.05, vs. baseline; **p<0.01, vs.
baseline; #p<0.05, vs. Control; ##p<0.01, vs. Control)
When comparing Control 4 weeks and Vibration 4 weeks on days 0-27, the Vibration
group was lower than baseline on days 5, 7, 9, 13, 15, 17, 19, 23, and 27 (p<0.05, Figure 4.1(b)).
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The Vibration 4 weeks group was also significantly lower than Control 4 weeks on days 9, 13,
17, 19, 23, 25, and 27 (p<0.05). The Control 4 weeks group did not differ from baseline on any
day. “Day” and “group” were both significant factors in the two-way ANOVA model (p<0.001
for both) and exhibited significant interaction with each other (p<0.001).
4.3.2

Serum analysis
Within days 0-13, the serum concentration of NGF increased in the pooled Vibration

group on day 13 (p<0.05, Figure 4.2(a)). The concentration in the Vibration group was greater
than Control only on day 13 (p<0.05). “Day” was a significant factor in the mixed-effects model
(p<0.001), but “group” was not (p=0.839). There was significant interaction between “day” and
group” (p=0.0008).

Figure 4.2

Nerve growth factor serum concentration (pg/mL) for the exposure time study

(a) Pooled Control (n = 18) and Vibration (n = 21) groups for days 0-13. The concentration
increased significantly in the pooled Control and Vibration groups on day 13. Both groups
differed from each other on that day. (b) Control 4 weeks (n = 9) and Vibration 4 weeks (n = 9)
groups for days 0-27. The concentration peaked in the Control 4 weeks and Vibration 4 weeks on
day 13, but the groups did not differ significantly. Arrow indicates euthanasia day for 2 weeks
groups. (*p<0.05, vs. baseline; #p<0.05, vs. Control; ##p<0.01, vs. Control)
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When comparing the 4 weeks groups for days 0-27, the concentration of NGF peaked
from baseline in the Vibration group and was greater than Control on day 13 (p<0.05, Figure
4.2(b)). The concentration returned to baseline on day 17 and did not change for the remainder of
the study. Overall, “group” was not a significant factor (p=0.222), but “day” was (p<0.001).
There was significant interaction between “group” and “day” (p=0.007).
4.3.3

Tissue analysis
Seven features were determined to be important in distinguishing WBV-exposed and

unexposed rats using the ReliefF algorithm: spleen VEGF, longissimus TNF-α, spleen NGF,
longissimus IL-1β, spleen IFN-γ, longissimus IL-4, and longissimus VEGF (Figure 4.3). A
weight greater than zero was considered to be important. The number of weeks of WBV
exposure was the least important feature. Only spleen and longissimus muscle cytokine
concentrations were ranked as having some importance by ReliefF, and notably, no thymus
cytokine concentrations were found to be important.
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Figure 4.3

Feature importance weights determined by ReliefF

Features with a weight greater than 0 were considered important. Spleen VEGF was the most
important feature, while the number of weeks of exposure was the least important.
Forward feature selection was then performed on the classification models such as KNN,
and the best model of each was selected. The area under the curve (AUC), accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity, precision, and F1 score were considered when selecting the best performing models.
When considering these values after training with the full dataset, a balance between
performance and overfitting was considered. The number of selected features varied from two
for ensembles to nine for discriminant analysis (Table 4.2). Overall, the SVM and KNN models
performed the best with 100% accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and precision when training on
the full dataset. When comparing the total number of misclassified data points over all 20
models, SVM misclassified 76 points, and KNN misclassified 75. Although ensembles,
discriminant analysis, and naïve Bayes all performed well, they misclassified twice as many
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points as SVM and KNN (156, 136, and 140, respectively). Corresponding with the ReliefF
rankings, the model cross-validation performance decreased as more features were added past
the seven that were found to be important (see Appendix B).
Table 4.2

Classification model performance

Classification Model

SVM

KNN

Ensembles

Number of Features
AUC
Accuracy (%)
CrossSensitivity (%)
Validation
Specificity (%)
Estimate
Precision (%)
F1 Score
AUC
Accuracy (%)
Sensitivity (%)
Full Dataset
Performance
Specificity (%)
Precision (%)
F1 Score

7
0.72
74.36
71.43
77.78
78.95
0.75
1.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
1.00

5
0.78
76.92
85.71
66.67
75.00
0.80
1.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
1.00

2
0.73
82.05
85.71
77.78
81.82
0.84
0.97
89.74
95.24
83.33
86.96
0.91

Discriminant
Analysis
9
0.75
71.79
71.43
72.22
75.00
0.73
0.99
94.87
95.24
94.44
95.24
0.95

Naïve Bayes
5
0.75
71.79
85.71
55.56
69.23
0.77
0.87
79.49
90.48
66.67
76.00
0.83

Two-way ANOVA was then used to compare the Control and Vibration groups over 2
and 4 weeks for the important cytokines. Generally, there were more differences from 2 to 4
weeks for the Control groups but not the Vibration groups. For the concentrations of TNF-α, IL1β, and IL-4 in the longissimus muscle (Figure 4.4), “group” was not significant overall
(p=0.195, p=0.220, and p=0.571, respectively). “Weeks” was significant for IL-1β (p=0.028), IL4, (p=0.003), and VEGF (p=0.001). Control 2 weeks differed from Control 4 weeks for TNF-α,
IL-1β, and IL-4 (p<0.05). Control 4 weeks differed from Vibration 4 weeks for TNF-α and IL-1β
(p<0.05). There were no significant group comparisons for VEGF.
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Figure 4.4

Important longissimus muscle cytokines determined by ReliefF

Plots of longissimus muscle cytokine concentration of Control and Vibration over 2 and 4 weeks
for (a) TNF-α, (b) IL-1β, (c) IL-4, (d) VEGF. (*p<0.05; **p<0.01)
For the spleen, only VEGF was significant for “group” (p=0.008) and “weeks”
(p=0.023). However, there were no significant pairwise comparisons between groups (Figure
4.5(a)). NGF and IFN-γ decreased slightly when comparing Control groups to Vibration groups,
but there were no significant differences. Control 4 weeks was marginally higher than Vibration
4 weeks (p=0.087). All three factors tended to decrease from 2 weeks to 4 weeks in both groups.
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Figure 4.5

Important spleen cytokines determined by ReliefF

Plots of spleen cytokine concentration of Control and Vibration over 2 and 4 weeks for (a)
VEGF, (b) NGF, and (c) IFN-γ. No statistically significant pairwise comparisons were found.
4.4

Discussion
Although there are a couple of studies on the local immune responses to spinal column

inflammation due to WBV,37,45 there is no recent work on systemic immune responses.
Additionally, there are no in vivo studies considering the back muscle response to painful WBV
despite muscle fatigue being a significant component of LBP. This study sought to build on the
WBV recovery study as well as determine how the spleen and thymus respond to WBV at the
resonant frequency of the spine. It was hypothesized that animals would experience a reduction
in withdrawal threshold from WBV and that NGF serum concentration would continue to
increase past 13 days of exposure. Interestingly, the NGF response was not sustained with
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continued WBV, and decreased to baseline by day 17. The withdrawal threshold decreased
throughout the study. It was expected that the longissimus muscle, spleen, and thymus would
show altered cytokine concentrations consistent with inflammation. Several cytokines in the
longissimus muscle and spleen were important for distinguishing vibrated and non-vibrated
animals, but differences over 2 to 4 weeks of WBV were seen in the Control groups and not the
Vibration groups. No thymus cytokines were found to be important.
The withdrawal threshold began to decrease from baseline starting on day 5 and differed
significantly from Control starting on day 9 (Figure 4.1). The withdrawal threshold from day 9
through 27 remained relatively constant. As the recovery study von Frey data was inconclusive,
it appears that there was an improvement in technique from one study to the next. Previous
studies found that only one session of WBV at 8 Hz was sufficient to reduce withdrawal
threshold. In contrast, in the present study, it took several days of WBV.37,44,45,70 Rats in those
studies, however, were anesthetized for WBV, which may affect nociceptive responses. 52
The recovery study found that NGF serum concentration peaked on day 13 of WBV, and
then slowly decreased over the recovery period but did not return to baseline after one week.
However, in the present study, NGF serum concentration returned to baseline on day 17 despite
continued WBV exposure (Figure 4.2). In consideration of the continued decrease in withdrawal
threshold past day 13 of the study, a transient increase in NGF concentration may be sufficient to
permanently alter anatomy (e.g., pain fiber sprouting) leading to sustained pain-like behavior.
TrkA is a high-affinity NGF receptor that induces neuronal sensitization upon activation.58 TrkA
activation by binding with NGF also promotes downstream anti-inflammatory pathways.60
Continued WBV exposure past 2 weeks may trigger this pathway and provide negative feedback
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that subsequently decreases NGF. When animals recover after 2 weeks, however, the antiinflammatory pathways are not activated.
In the longissimus muscle, four cytokines were important in distinguishing vibrated and
non-vibrated animals: TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-4, and VEGF. Of these, TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-4 were
increased from 2 weeks to 4 weeks in the Control groups, but not the Vibration groups (Figure
4.4). Such changes may be normal inter-animal variation and related to tissue changes with
aging. The gastrocnemius muscle, which could be extrapolated to the longissimus muscle,
exhibits morphological changes for ages corresponding to the present study such as increased
fiber length and aponeurosis length.92–94 With respect to TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-4, the immune
system plays a significant role in regulating myogenesis, a process involving these three
cytokines. TNF-α and IL-1β are ubiquitous pro-inflammatory cytokines that plays an early role
in muscle injury by initiating the inflammatory response.95–97 IL-1β was relatively unchanged
from two to four weeks in the Vibrations groups, perhaps because its involvement in
inflammatory responses occurred early. IL-1β concentration was previously shown to increase in
injured muscle tissue in rats but had decreased by day 14.98 IL-4, an anti-inflammatory cytokine,
activates M2 macrophages that promote tissue repair.99 VEGF increases in the muscles with
exercise100 though it is not clear why this effect was not replicated in the current study. Previous
work showed VEGF peaks after one week of exercise and decreased back to baseline or
remained constant for a second week.101 The chosen time points of two and four weeks may have
missed any changes in IL-1β or VEGF concentration in the longissimus muscle.
In the spleen, VEGF, NGF, and IFN-γ were important features, but the Control and
Vibration groups showed similar temporal trends as the longissimus muscle (Figure 4.5). NGF
promotes innervation of lymphoid organs including the spleen.102 In the context of
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musculoskeletal disease such as arthritis, spleen sympathetic innervation modulates immune
signaling from the nervous system that can impact disease progression.103 Neuronally release
neurotransmitters can subsequently have an anti-inflammatory effect, reducing the secretion of
cytokines such as IFN-γ.104,105 Splenic involvement in inflammatory responses to WBV may thus
be related to regulation of the immune system by the sympathetic nervous system.106,107
No thymus cytokine was significant in differentiating vibrated and non-vibrated animals,
indicating that inflammatory responses to WBV are not mediated by T-cells. Since only two time
points were considered, alterations in cytokine concentration that may have occurred before 2
weeks or between 2 and 4 weeks would be missed. Another explanation is that the antiinflammatory TrkA activation pathway may have attenuated an early inflammatory response.
This study points again to the necessity for the determination of the role of TrkA, and potentially
other NGF receptors, in inflammation from WBV.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
The aim of these studies was to investigate inflammatory responses and pain that resulted
from whole-body vibration exposure in rats. To that end, we subjected rats repeated WBV
exposure over different lengths of time. We expected that vibration at 8 Hz would result in the
most significant effect on the spine, as this is the previously reported resonant frequency of the
rat spine, and that other frequencies would have varying effects on other organs. More
specifically, it was expected that WBV at 8 Hz would reduce hind paw withdrawal threshold,
increased serum nerve growth factor concentration, intervertebral disc degeneration, and altered
cytokine profile in the longissimus muscle of the back. In addition, we proposed that the spleen
and thymus, two lymphoid tissues of the immune system, would show changed cytokine
concentrations consistent with a systemic inflammatory response.
To the best of our knowledge, the recovery study was the first to examine NGF serum
concentration following WBV exposure. NGF concentration increased most in the 8 Hz group
than the 12 Hz group coinciding with the previously determined resonant frequency of the rat
spine. This concentration did not decrease to baseline values in the 8 Hz group after one week of
recovery while it did in the 12 Hz group. However, these results did not coincide with testing for
mechanical allodynia, which was inconclusive. This may have been because von Frey testing
was insensitive at assessing pain-like behavior, or because prior habituation was not performed..
Histological examination of the IVDs revealed slightly increased scoring in the 8 Hz group
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compared to Control and 12 Hz, but not significantly so. A higher sample size may have
improved the power to detect a difference. Nevertheless, these findings indicate the potential
diagnostic and therapeutic use of NGF in LBP treatment.
Because the concentration of NGF in the serum did not peak until the final day of WBV
in the recovery study, a second study was conducted which extended WBV at 8 Hz to four
weeks. It was expected that the NGF concentration would increase further past two weeks of
WBV, but surprisingly, the concentration returned to baseline by day 17. This may be due to the
anti-inflammatory pathways activated by the binding of NGF to its high-affinity receptor TrkA.
Similarly, WBV at 8 Hz attenuated changes in longissimus muscle, spleen, and thymus cytokine
concentrations. The results of these studies raise further questions on the role of NGF receptors
in WBV-induced pain and inflammation. Because LBP continues to be a primary concern in
industrial and military populations, continued study of its mechanisms is imperative.
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CHAPTER VI
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1
6.1.1

Limitations
Vibration device design
The vibration device used in these studies cannot control the acceleration magnitude or

displacement across frequencies. This presents confounding factors in determining the effect of
frequency on inflammatory response and pain-like behavior, the goal of the recovery study. An
improved vibration device design that can modulate acceleration and displacement in addition to
frequency is necessary for any future study on the effects of frequency in WBV.
6.1.2

Determination of resonant frequency in previous studies
The 8 Hz resonant frequency was chosen based on a study which performed a frequency

sweep on nine deceased rats to determine the resonant frequency of the spine from peak
transmissibility.37 In the same study, live, anesthetized rats then underwent two sessions of WBV
at 8 Hz which resulted in reduced withdrawal threshold the following day.37 No studies were
performed by this group on conscious animals to compare resonant frequency and withdrawal
threshold changes to anesthetized rats. Muscles of the back are engaged during WBV to brace
and stabilize the spine, resulting in increased spinal column stiffness.16,90 This muscle response is
absent in anesthetized or deceased individuals which may affect the transmissibility of WBV to
the spine, and thus the resonant frequency.
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6.1.3

Von Frey methodology
The withdrawal threshold data from the recovery study was inconclusive, as the Control

group experienced a decrease in withdrawal threshold over time. This may have been due to a
habituation effect, which can be mitigated by performing von Frey measurements for several
weeks prior to the beginning of experiments. An alternative explanation is that the withdrawal
threshold was not sensitive to the changes in pain level brought on by WBV and a different
measure, such as those described below, would be more appropriate.
6.2
6.2.1

Future work
Additional behavioral tests for pain
Aside from sensitivity to touch, there are other sensory pathways that can be altered by

whole-body vibration exposure. A symptom of Raynaud’s phenomenon and vibration white
finger from hand-arm vibration, for instance, is painful vasospasm in the hands upon cold
exposure.108,109 In rats, cold sensitivity can be determined using the cold plate test, the acetone
evaporation test, or the cold plantar test, which quantify nociceptive and nocifensive responses
such as shaking and paw withdrawal.52 Additional behavioral tests would better capture the full
range of pain and pain-like responses from WBV.
However, allodynia and hyperalgesia tests such as von Frey and the cold plate test evoke
pain through stimuli. These measures do not capture the disabling aspects of LBP in humans and
thus have limited translatability. Aside from biological factors, human perception of pain is a
function of psychological and social factors.110 Pain goes beyond stimulus-evoked pain and painlike behaviors and affects activities of daily living such as getting dressed, performing
housework, and climbing stairs.111 Non-evoked, or spontaneous, measures would provide a more
clinically relevant assessment of pain. Surrogate indicators such as reduced burrowing, nesting,
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and grooming align with reduced physical activity seen in humans with chronic pain.51 A
decrease in operant behavior, e.g., consuming food, correlates with the reduction in seeking
pleasurable activities in humans with pain.112 These measures would better capture the effect of
pain from WBV on general wellbeing.
6.2.2

NGF pathways
Previous work found that NGF expression was increased in the rat IVD following

repeated WBV exposure,44 and here, it was found to increase in the serum. However, NGF is a
pleiotropic neurotrophin involved in numerous pain- and inflammation-related pathways, and its
role in LBP from WBV cannot be elucidated from the results found so far. It is not clear, for
instance, whether NGF plays a causative role in tissue damage and LBP from WBV or if it is a
factor that covaries with other parameters of inflammation from WBV. Determining if
administering an anti-NGF antibody reduces pain from WBV would shed light on the causative
or covariate role of NGF.
Neurotrophins including NGF bind to tyrosine receptor kinases (TrkA, TrkB, and TrkC)
and the p75 neurotrophin receptor (p75NTR). NGF binds to TrkA with high affinity and to p75NTR
(frequently coupled with sortilin) with low affinity.58,113 TrkA is a transmembrane protein that is
phosphorylated upon NGF binding, triggering a cascade of events that promote cell survival,
neuronal growth, and peripheral nerve sensitization.58 Activation of p75NTR/sortilin results in
neural cell apoptosis and reduced nerve growth.58,75 On the other hand, p75NTR can form a
heterodimer with TrkA and promote cell survival.75,114,115 ProNGF, the immature form of NGF,
has more recently been found to play a pivotal role in promoting cell survival or death. An
increased ratio of p75NTR to TrkA results in proNGF-mediated apoptosis.115–117
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The concentration of NGF in the serum was determined using an ELISA that was not
specific to a particular isoform of NGF. We attempted to discover if proNGF was increased in
the serum in a pilot study, but the concentration in samples was below the detection limit of the
ELISA (Appendix A). Determining proNGF serum concentration should be attempted again in
the future to provide further detail on the role of NGF in promoting pain and to differentiate
cases of non-specific LBP. Immunohistochemical staining for p75NTR and TrkA in the paw pads
can reveal the altered receptor populations in cutaneous afferent nerve fibers and
mechanoreceptors. NGF stimulates the activity of numerous immune cells including mast cells,
B-cells, and T-cells.60,118 Much of these effects of NGF are mediated by the expression of TrkA
on immune cells. In fact, the activation of TrkA by NGF on immune cells results in the
downstream upregulation of anti-inflammatory cytokines and downregulation of proinflammatory cytokines.60 How NGF regulates immune cells in the context of WBV warrants
further study.
6.2.3

Immune cell recruitment and activation
Sterile inflammation, which occurs due to injury in the absence of microbes, triggers the

release of damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) that recruit immune cells to the site of
injury.119 Various factors associated with cellular damage in the IVD,46,48 for example, are
increased following repeated WBV. Still, it is not clear if these factors act as DAMPs to activate
the immune system. WBV in rats resulted in activation of glial cells, astrocytes, and
macrophages in the dorsal horn and dorsal root ganglia of the spinal cord.37,45 It is not clear,
however, what specific roles these cells played in pain and inflammation from WBV, nor how
they were activated. Future studies should examine which signals recruit immune cells to sites of
spinal column injury and how those immune cells regulate inflammation.
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6.2.4

Vertebrae and IVD microarchitecture
An essential aspect of LBP missing from this work was the quantification of changes to

the microarchitecture of the vertebrae and IVD. Since vertebrae are innervated and vascularized,
they can be another source of LBP. WBV in mice reduced the height of the IVD48 while in rats
it, reduced bone formation in the vertebrae.43 Future studies should examine degeneration of the
vertebrae and IVD due to WBV using microcomputed tomography. However, as bone responds
more slowly to repetitive stress than soft tissues, it would likely take longer exposure to WBV to
induce changes.
6.2.5

Alterations to muscle
Additional work into muscle response to WBV is needed to align in vivo experiments

with those done in humans. Cytokine concentrations in back muscles provide a glimpse into the
inflammatory response therein. Previous work has shown increased muscle oxygenation18,120,121
and engagement122 during WBV in humans, but these studies have not been replicated in vivo.
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APPENDIX A
SYSTEMIC PAIN LEVEL AND INFLAMMATORY RESPONSES OF THE SPLEEN,
THYMUS, LUNG, HEART, GASTROCNEMIUS MUSCLE, AND LONGISSIMUS
MUSCLE AT 8 HZ, 12 HZ, 20 HZ, AND 30 HZ FOR TWO OR FOUR WEEKS
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A.1

Rationale
Little work has been done on determining the response of internal organs to WBV at

different frequencies. Previous results suggest that inflammatory responses to WBV increase
after two weeks of exposure. Therefore, this pilot study examined the response of organs to two
weeks of WBV at 12, 20, and 30 Hz, and the response of spinal tissues to 8 and 12 Hz. The goals
were to evaluate pain response and serum marker changes over time; determine the inflammatory
response of organs to 12 Hz, 20 Hz, and 30 Hz WBV; and compare spinal tissue responses to 8
Hz and 12 Hz WBV after different exposure times. We hypothesized that: (1) pain would
increase over time; (2) serum markers would indicate increased inflammation after at least two
weeks of WBV; (3) inflammation in the gastrocnemius and internal organs would be greatest at
20 or 30 Hz; and (4) inflammation in the spinal tissues would be greatest at 8 Hz.
A.2
A.2.1

Materials and methods
Animals and experimental design
Twenty-one outbred male Sprague-Dawley rats, 66-70 days old and weighing 318.6 ± 3.4

g, were used. Rats were randomly assigned to one of eight groups (n = 3) and were exposed to
WBV every other day for 14 days or 28 days. The 2 weeks groups were Control 2 weeks, 8 Hz 2
weeks, 12 Hz 2 weeks, 20 Hz 2 weeks, and 30 Hz 2 weeks. The 4 weeks groups were Control 4
weeks, 8 Hz 4 weeks, and 12 Hz 4 weeks. Immediately following WBV, the withdrawal
threshold of the hind paws was determined. Blood was collected the day before vibration and
every other day for days 1-13, and then every four days for days 15-27. A timeline of procedures
is in Table A.1.
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Table A.1

Experimental outcome measures and timeline for the pilot study

2 weeks groups
4 weeks groups
WBV Von Frey Blood Draws Euthanasia WBV Von Frey Blood Draws Euthanasia
0
X
X
X
X
1
X
X
X
X
X
X
3
X
X
X
X
X
X
5
X
X
X
X
X
X
7
X
X
X
X
X
X
9
X
X
X
X
X
X
11
X
X
X
X
X
X
13
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
15
X
X
17
X
X
X
19
X
X
X
21
X
X
23
X
X
X
25
X
X
27
X
X
X
X

Day

A.2.2

Serum analyses
The serum concentrations of IL-1α, IL-10, IL-6, IL-1β, IL-2, IL-4, IFN-γ, TNF-α, and

VEGF were determined using a custom Procartaplex immunoassay (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA). Serum from days 0, 1, 7, 13, and 17 were used due to limited space on the plates
and to determine overall temporal trends. For the first six groups, the NGF serum concentration
was determined for days 0, 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 19, 23, and 27 using an ELISA. Because this kit only
determines the concentration of total NGF (i.e., all isoforms of NGF), another ELISA kit
(MyBioSource, San Diego, CA) was used to determine the serum concentration of proNGF.
A.2.3

Tissue analyses
The concentrations of IL-1α, IL-10, IL-6, IL-1β, IL-2, IL-4, IFN-γ, TNF-α, NGF, and

VEGF were determined in the spleen, thymus, heart, lung, gastrocnemius muscle, and
longissimus of different groups. The cytokine concentrations of the spleen, thymus, heart, lung,
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and gastrocnemius were determined the Control 2 weeks, 12 Hz 2 weeks, 20 Hz 2 weeks, and 30
Hz 2 weeks groups. The cytokine concentration of the longissimus muscle was determined in the
Control 2 weeks, 8 Hz 2 weeks, and 12 Hz 2 weeks groups.
A.2.4

Histological analyses
Immediately following euthanasia, the hind paws and lumbar spines were excised and

fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde solution for two weeks at 2-8°C, then decalcified in Kristensen’s
solution at 22-25°C for two days. The tissues were then routinely processed, embedded in
paraffin, and cut at 5 µm. The paws were stained with Masson’s trichrome, and the spines were
stained with safranin O/fast green.
A.2.5

Statistics
The withdrawal threshold and biomarker serum concentrations were normalized to the

baseline response (day 0) before analysis. Only the first two weeks of serum and withdrawal
threshold data were compared. A repeated-measures two-way ANOVA was used to compare
groups, with individual comparisons carried out with Tukey’s honest significant difference.
Comparisons to baseline were done using individual Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. For tissues,
Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA was used for comparisons between groups, with individual
comparisons being carried out with Tukey’s honest significant difference.
A.3
A.3.1

Results
Mechanical sensitivity
The 8 Hz group differed from baseline on days 7 and 9 (p=0.031 for both), with an

increase in withdrawal threshold (Figure A.1). The 8 Hz group also differed from 20 Hz on day 3
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(p=0.045), while the 20 Hz and 30 Hz groups also differed on day 3 (p=0.041). Overall, there
were few differences between groups or compared to baseline.

Figure A.1

Fold-change in withdrawal threshold from baseline (day 0) for the pilot study

*p<0.05, 8 Hz vs. baseline; @p<0.05, 8 Hz vs. 20 Hz; %p<0.05, 20 Hz vs. 30 Hz
A.3.2

Serum analyses
The serum concentration of proNGF was below the detection limit for the ELISA. For the

immunoassay, the concentrations of IL-1β, IL-6, and NGF were also below the detection limits.
A.3.2.1

Nerve growth factor
The serum concentration of NGF showed a similar trend as the recovery study, with the 8

Hz group peaking on day 13 and the 12 Hz group peaking on day 17 (Figure A.2). Although
WBV continued for half of the animals past day 13, the NGF concentration decreased to baseline
values by day 19. The main effect of day was significant (p=0.0019), but the group factor only
approached significance (p=0.116). The 12 Hz group differed from control on days 9 and 17
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(p=0.037) and from baseline on days 9 (p=0.031) and 13 (p=0.031). The 8 Hz group increased
slightly from baseline on days 1, 9, and 13 (p=0.063).

Figure A.2
+

Fold-change in nerve growth factor serum concentration for the pilot study

p<0.05, 12 Hz vs. baseline; #p<0.05, 12 Hz vs. Control; ##p<0.01, 12 Hz vs. Control

A.3.2.2

Luminex assay
Day and group were not significant for IL-1α, IL-10, IL-2, IL-4, IFN-γ, and TNF-α

(Figure A.3). Day was significant for VEGF (p=0.027). Control differed from baseline on day 13
(p=0.031), 8 Hz differed on days 7 and 13 (p=0.031), and 12 Hz differed on day 1 (p=0.031).
The only significant group comparison was for IL-2 on day 7 for Control and 8 Hz (p=0.043).
Control differed from baseline on day 13 for IL-10. TNF-α, and VEGF (p=0.031). The 8 Hz
group differed from baseline on days 7 and 13 for IL-10, IL-2, IL-4, IFN-γ, TNF-α, and VEGF
(p=0.031). The 12 Hz group differed from baseline on days 1 and 13 for IL-10 and TNF-α, on
day 13 for IL-4, and day 1 for VEGF (p=0.031).
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Figure A.3

Fold-change in serum cytokine concentrations over two weeks

Plots of the fold-change in (a) IL-1α, (b) IL-10, (c) IL-2, (d) IL-4, (e) IFN-γ, (f) TNF-α, (g) and
VEGF for the Control 2 weeks, 8 Hz 2 weeks, 12 Hz 2 weeks, 20 Hz 2 weeks, and 30 Hz 2
weeks over days 1-13. ($p<0.05, Control vs. baseline; *p<0.05, 8 Hz vs. baseline; +p<0.05, 12 Hz
vs. baseline; ^p<0.05, 8 Hz vs. Control)
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A.3.3

Tissue analyses

A.3.3.1

Longissimus muscle
Only five factors were reliably detectable in the longissimus muscle: IL-10, IL-6, TNF-α,

NGF, and VEGF (Figure A.4). The concentration of IL-1β was determined in a separate ELISA.
There were no significant overall or pairwise differences in IL-10 (p=0.829), IL-6 (p=0.700),
TNF-α (p = 0.664) NGF (p=0.282), or VEGF (p = 0.232). IL-1β did not differ overall, as
determined by two-way ANOVA (Figure A.4). The concentration of IL-1β increased with
frequency and exposure time, but not significantly so (p=0.593 and p=0.154, respectively).

Figure A.4

Longissimus muscle concentrations of cytokines

Plots of the longissimus muscle concentrations of (a) IL-10, (b) IL-6, (c) IL-1β, (d) TNF-α, (e)
NGF, (f) and VEGF for the Control 2 weeks, 8 Hz 2 weeks, and 12 Hz 2 weeks groups. IL-1β
was determined from a separate ELISA and includes the 4 weeks groups. No statistically
significant differences were found.
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A.3.3.2

Gastrocnemius muscle
In the gastrocnemius muscle, IL-10, IL-6, IFN-γ, TNF-α, NGF, and VEGF were detected.

No significant differences were found between any pairs of groups or overall (Figure A.5). In
general, the concentrations of IL-10, IL-6, TNF-α, NGF, and VEGF were lower in all frequency
groups compared to control. The IFN-γ concentration in the 20 Hz group was similar to that of
Control, while the 12 Hz and 30 Hz groups were lower.

Figure A.5

Gastrocnemius muscle concentration of cytokines after 2 weeks

Gastrocnemius muscle concentrations of (a) IL-10, (b) IL-6, (c) IFN-γ, (d) TNF-α, (e) NGF, and
(f) VEGF for the Control 2 weeks, 12 Hz 2 weeks, 20 Hz 2 weeks, and 30 Hz 2 weeks groups.
No statistically significant differences were found.
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A.3.3.3

Spleen
The concentration of VEGF was significant overall in the spleen (p=0.034), but not when

comparing between groups using Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA (Figure A.6). There was an inverse
relationship with frequency, and the difference between Control and 30 Hz approached
significance (p=0.143). TNF-α approached significance overall (p=0.084), and 30 Hz differed
slightly from control (p=0.102). The concentration of IL-10 was slightly higher than all other
groups, but not significantly so.

Figure A.6

Spleen concentration of cytokines

Spleen concentrations of (a) IL-1α, (b) IL-10, (c) IL-1β, (d) TNF-α, (e) NGF, (f) and VEGF for
the Control 2 weeks, 12 Hz 2 weeks, 20 Hz 2 weeks, and 30 Hz 2 weeks groups. No statistically
significant differences were found.
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A.3.3.4

Thymus
In the thymus, only IL-6 and IL-2 were not detected. The concentrations of the other

cytokines were not significantly different between groups (Figure A.7). The 12 Hz group
contained one animal with outliers in several cytokines determined by Grubbs’ test, including IL1α, IL-10, IFN-γ, TNF-α, and NGF. The Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA test was performed on data
with and without the outlying values, but no significant differences were found in either case.
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Figure A.7

Thymus concentration of cytokines

Thymus concentrations of (a) IL-1α, (b) IL-10, (c) IL-1β, (d) IL-4, (e) IFN-γ, (f) TNF-α, (g)
NGF, and (h) VEGF for the Control 2 weeks, 12 Hz 2 weeks, 20 Hz 2 weeks, and 30 Hz 2 weeks
groups. No statistically significant differences were found. The 12 Hz 2 weeks contained an
outlier for IL-1α, IL-10, IFN-γ, TNF-α, and NGF.
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A.3.3.5

Lung
The cytokines IL-1α, IL-10, IL-1β, TNF-α, NGF, and VEGF were reliably detected in

lung tissue (Figure A.8). One outlier was identified in the 12 Hz group for IL-10 by Grubbs’ test,
but removal of this outlier did not reveal any significant differences. No differences approached
significance overall or between groups for any cytokine.

Figure A.8

Lung concentration of cytokines

Lung concentrations of (a) IL-1α, (b) IL-10, (c) IL-1β, (d) TNF-α, (e) NGF, and (f) VEGF for the
Control 2 weeks, 12 Hz 2 weeks, 20 Hz 2 weeks, and 30 Hz 2 weeks groups. The 12 Hz group
contained an outlier for IL-10. No statistically significant differences were found.
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A.3.3.6

Heart
The remaining cytokines showed an inverse relationship with frequency (Figure A.9). IL-

10 (p=0.181), IL-6 (p=0.334), IL-1β (p=0.267), and VEGF (p=0.161) did not approach
significant overall difference. IFN-γ approached significance overall (p=0.138) with 12 Hz
differing slightly from 20 Hz (p=0.162). TNF-α was also almost significant overall (p=0.085),
and 12 Hz was slightly higher than 30 Hz (p=0.105). NGF was significant overall (p=0.021), and
20 Hz was slightly higher than 30 Hz (p=0.105).
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Figure A.9

Heart concentration of cytokines

Heart concentrations of (a) IL-10, (b) IL-6, (c) IL-1β, (d) IL-2, (e) IFN-γ, (f) TNF-α, (g) NGF,
and (h) VEGF for the Control 2 weeks, 12 Hz 2 weeks, 20 Hz 2 weeks, and 30 Hz 2 weeks
groups.
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A.3.3.7

Histological analyses
The excised lumbar spines of rats were stained with safranin O which stains

proteoglycans red, and counterstained with fast green and then sectioned sagittally. Compared to
the Control groups, the 8 Hz groups were more likely to contain notochord cells (stained
blue/green) in the nucleus pulposus (stained red) compared to Control and 12 Hz (Figure A.10).
Common histological signs of intervertebral disc degeneration such as endplate defects and
indistinct nucleus pulposus/annulus fibrosus boundary were not notably changed between groups
or from 2 weeks to 4 weeks.

Figure A.10 Representative safranin O/fast green stains of intervertebral discs at 5X
magnification
(a) Control 2 weeks, (b) 8 Hz 2 weeks, (c) 12 Hz 2 weeks, (d) Control 4 weeks, (e) 8 Hz 4
weeks, (f) 12 Hz 4 weeks. Black squares indicate notochordal cells.
The hind paws were stained with Masson’s trichrome which stains collagen fibers red.
The hypodermis in the 8 Hz and 12 Hz (center and right, Figure A.11) groups was less dense
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compared to control (left), indicating increased fat deposition in the paws to contend with the
repeated impacts of WBV.

Figure A.11 Representative Masson’s trichrome stains of hind paw at 1.6X magnification
(a) Control 2 weeks, (b) 8 Hz 2 weeks, (c) 12 Hz 2 weeks, (d) Control 4 weeks, (e) 8 Hz 4
weeks, (f) 12 Hz 4 weeks. Yellow lines separate the dermis and hypodermis.
A.4

Discussion
Due to limited space on the Procartaplex immunoassay plates, not all tissue and serum

samples could be analyzed. As such, some important comparisons for exposure time and
frequency could not be made. Additionally, the concentrations of many cytokines were below the
detection limit for the majority of serum samples. It also appeared that the serum concentration
decreased from left to right as the immunoassay plate was being read, indicating a technical issue
with the plate. The probe tip was washed every three wells with NaOH and water because it was
reported that serum samples clog the MAGPIX instrument probe tip. The accumulation of NaOH
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in the probe tip may have affected sample readings across the plate. Because of the time and
expense that would be required to troubleshoot the use of the Procartaplex immunoassay on
serum samples, the subsequent full study focused on determining NGF serum concentration
using an ELISA only.
The DRG and IVD proved difficult to remove from the spine due to their small size. For
this reason, the 2 weeks groups could not be excised. Because these tissue masses are so small,
they could not be homogenized with the available rotor-stator homogenizer due to minimum
buffer volume requirements. Other homogenization methods are currently unavailable.
The spleen, thymus, lung, heart, and gastrocnemius were not removed from the 8 Hz 2
weeks group for unknown reasons. Therefore, for the subsequent full study, an extra three rats
were used to provide equal sample sizes for the groups.
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APPENDIX B
SUPPLEMENTARY RESULTS FROM THE EXPOSURE TIME STUDY
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Figure B.1

Cross-validation performance of the classification models

Performance metrics for cross-validation of the classification models: (a) AUC, (b) Accuracy, (c)
Sensitivity, (d) Specificity, (e) Precision, (f) F1 score
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Three longissimus muscle cytokines were not important in differentiating vibrated and
non-vibrated animals: IL-2, NGF, and IFN-γ (Figure B.2). For IL-2, Control 4 weeks was higher
than Control 4 weeks (p=0.018). “Weeks” was a significant factor (p=0.032) but not “group”
(p=0.720), and there was significant interaction between both factors (p=0.026). Two-way
ANOVA of the NGF concentration showed that there were no significant overall or pairwise
comparisons. “Weeks” was significant for IFN-γ (p=0.001) and “group” was not (p=0.222). The
interaction between “weeks” and “group” was not significant (p=0.736).

Figure B.2

Unimportant longissimus muscle cytokines determined by ReliefF

Plots of longissimus muscle cytokine concentration of Control and Vibration over 2 and 4 weeks
for (a) IL-2, (b) NGF, (c) and IFN-γ. (*p<0.05)
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Three of the seven spleen cytokines were unimportant: IL-4, IL-2, and IL-1β (Figure
B.3). Further, “group” and “weeks” were not significant factors for any cytokine. For all three,
the concentration in the Control groups decreased slightly from 2 weeks to 4 weeks, but not
significantly. The concentration in the Vibration groups did not change over time.

Figure B.3

Unimportant spleen cytokines determined by ReliefF

Plots of spleen cytokine concentration of Control and Vibration over 2 and 4 weeks for (a) IL-4,
(b) IL-2, and (c) IL-1β. No statistically significant differences were found.
None of the thymus cytokines were important in distinguishing vibrated and non-vibrated
animals (Figure B.4). Of these, “weeks” was significant for IL-2 (p=0.010), but not “group”
(p=0.725). The concentration decreased slightly from 2 weeks to 4 weeks in the Vibration groups
(p=0.083). The same trend was seen for IL-4 (p=0.089).
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Figure B.4

Unimportant thymus cytokines determined by ReliefF

Plots of thymus cytokine concentration of Control and Vibration over 2 and 4 weeks for (a) IL1β, (b) VEGF, (c) IL-4, (d) IL-2, (e) IFN-γ, and (f) NGF. The concentrations of IL-2 and IL-4
decreased slightly from 2 weeks to 4 weeks in the Vibration group. No statistically significant
differences were found.
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